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Cooper's Works 1853
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore
you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Cooper's Novels: Precaution: A Novel 2018-02-07
the first novel in the notorious award winning george miles cycle a crowning achievement in american letters from a master of
transgressive fiction tony o neill the guardian uk proclaimed the most dangerous writer in america by the village voice
dennis cooper began his controversial novel cycle with closer introducing readers to the enigmatic george miles a physically
beautiful and strangely passive teenager george attracts his fellow students with irresistible mystery like a wallet lying on
the street one after another his friends rifle through him searching for love or simply momentary relief from the
mindlessness of middle america george passes through the arms of men like john an artist who drains his portraits of humanity
in order to find what lies beneath alex fascinated by splatter films and pornography and steve who turns his parents garage
into a nightclub but george remains a tantalizing blur until he s picked up by two men in their forties tom and philippe
obsessed with the beauty of death believe george to be the perfect object for their passion like jean genet and william
burroughs dennis cooper assaults the senses as he engages the mind in this bleak and brilliant novel that deserves
recognition as at least a minor classic john ash the washington post book world

Closer 2007-12-01
western writers of america 2019 spur awards winner a first rate novel true west magazine smith has written tight fast paced
novels his entire career and reading one is like riding a thoroughbred the chronicle herald in the style of cormac mccarthy a
gritty tale of justice and revenge in the wild west the year is 1910 nate cooper is an old school cowboy he sees the change
brought by the turn of the century horses giving way to motorcars his girlfriend marrying his best friend and his nemesis
running for governor and reckons none of it to be good the west is being tamed and with progress some things are lost but
people they tend to stay the same even after spending nearly thirty years in a montana prison for a wrongful murder
conviction nate s moral compass is true and unwavering he does all the wrong things for all the right reasons so when he
returns to his northern montana ranching town to find the blackfoot indians the people he went to prison trying to defend are
still being cheated out of their territory by ranchers nate can t rest on his laurels with grit determination a quick trigger



finger and the help of the woman he used to love nate sets out to settle the score and force some justice in into the
changing world before long though he ll discover that justice doesn t come cheap

The Return of Kid Cooper 2018-02-27
this is a reproduction of the original artefact generally these books are created from careful scans of the original this
allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended since the original versions are
generally quite old there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions we re happy to make these
classics available again for future generations to enjoy

Cooper's Novels 2020-04-22
james fenimore cooper was born in burlington new jersey in 1789 to william cooper and elizabeth fenimore cooper the eleventh
of 12 children most of whom died during infancy or childhood he was descended from james cooper of stratford upon avon
warwickshire england who emigrated to the american colonies in 1679 james and his wife were quakers who purchased plots of
land in new jersey and pennsylvania seventy five years after his arrival in america his great grandson william was born on
december 2 1754 shortly after james first birthday his family moved to cooperstown new york a community founded by his father
on a large piece of land which he had bought for development later his father was elected as a united states congressman from
otsego county their town was in a central area of new york that had previously been occupied by the iroquois of the six
nations the iroquois were forced to cede their territory after british defeat in the revolutionary war as they had been
allies shortly after the american revolutionary war the state opened up these former iroquois lands for sale and development
cooper s father purchased several thousand acres of land in upstate new york along the head waters of the susquehanna river
by 1788 william cooper had selected and surveyed the site where cooperstown would be established he erected a home on the
shore of otsego lake and moved his family there in the autumn of 1790 he soon began construction of the mansion that would be
known as otsego hall it was completed in 1799 when james was ten at age 13 cooper was enrolled at yale but he incited a
dangerous prank that involved blowing up another student s door after having already locked a donkey in a recitation room
cooper was expelled in his third year without completing his degree disenchanted with college he obtained work in 1806 as a
sailor and at age 17 joined the crew of a merchant vessel by 1811 he obtained the rank of midshipman in the fledgling united
states navy conferred upon him on an officer s warrant signed by thomas jefferson at 20 cooper inherited a fortune from his
father he married susan augusta de lancey at mamaroneck westchester county new york on january 1 1811 at age 21 10 she was
the daughter of a wealthy family who remained loyal to great britain during the american revolution they had seven children
five of whom lived to adulthood their daughter susan fenimore cooper was a writer on nature female suffrage and other topics
she and her father often edited each other s work among his descendants was paul fenimore cooper 1899 1970 who also became a
writer



Precaution 2016-06-22
this wild west adventure just might be the life she was meant to live the future is clearly mapped out for new york socialite
eugenia gennie cooper but she secretly longs to slip into the boots of her favorite dime novel heroine and experience just
one adventure before settling down when the opportunity arises gennie jumps at the chance to experience the wild west but her
plans go awry when she is drawn into the lives of silver baron daniel beck and his daughter and finds herself caring for them
more than is prudent especially as she s supposed to go back to new york and marry another man as gennie adapts to the rough
and tumble world of 1880s colorado she must decide whether her future lies with the enigmatic daniel beck or back home with
the life planned for her since birth the question is whether daniel s past and disgruntled miners bent on revenge will take
that choice away from her the confidential life of eugenia cooper is a fast paced story full of fun action drama and love
mary connealy author of calico canyon petticoat ranch and gingham mountain if you loved cathy marie hake give yourself a
treat with the confidential life of eugenia cooper lauraine snelling author of the red river series and one perfect day

Cooper's Novels: Precaution: a novel 1861
in the pilot 1824 and the red rover 1828 james fenimore cooper invented a new literary genre the sea novel collected here in
a single library of america volume they are among his finest works bold vigorous original each is a tale of high adventure
that vividly captures the majesty and power of the seafaring life cooper drew on his direct knowledge of ships and sailors to
present a truer picture of life on the sea than had ever before achieved in literature as a boy of seventeen he had sailed
before the mast on a merchantman bound from new york to london and then to spain on board he experienced the life of a common
seaman learned the craft of sailing encountered terrifying storms was chased by pirates and watched the impressment of crew
members by a british man of war he later served as an officer in the united states navy the pilot is loosely based upon
stories of john paul jones s daring hit and run tactics during the revolutionary war the shadowy hero modeled on jones leads
a squadron of the infant american navy in a series of raids on the english coast braving fierce storms and the guns of
hostile warships yet never revealing his identity in this novel cooper introduced the character of the old salt the seasoned
deckhand happy only aboard ship long tom coffin with his briny conversation and shrewd nautical advice is the first of cooper
s memorable portraits of common seaman a ghostly ship an uncanny hero a heroine kidnapped by pirates revelations of mistaken
identity and the reunion of long lost relatives scenes of romance and adventure fill the pages of the red rover cooper s most
theatrical novel set in the mid eighteenth century the tale recounts the exploits of a noble outcast and visionary who
foresees america s destiny as a sovereign nation forced into a life of piracy the rover conducts his private war of
independence in a story that equates the free and daring life with the american dream of self reliance and liberty from
british rule library of america is an independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation s
literary heritage by publishing and keeping permanently in print america s best and most significant writing the library of
america series includes more than 300 volumes to date authoritative editions that average 1 000 pages in length feature cloth
covers sewn bindings and ribbon markers and are printed on premium acid free paper that will last for centuries



The Confidential Life of Eugenia Cooper 2009-06-02
when you lose for a living it s pretty hard to fail once like all of us buddy dreamt of success he and his wife alix had just
bought a new place not too far from the beach their daughter brook was out of the hospital and the fans were cheering him on
as the invincible man one of the rising stars of the southeastern wrestling confederacy then everything fell apart an
argument over monday night football somehow crossed the line alix kicked him out and buddy moved in to the motel 6 after that
winning just didn t seem right so he traded in his golden cape for a latex mask and became one of the anonymous losers that
fans love to hate every few weeks he d get a new mask rechristen himself and step into the ring to get beat all over again as
the grave digger or the widow maker the deadbeat dad or the unknown kentucky terror in the four years since the divorce his
record is 0 186 but that s okay by buddy free of mad notions like happiness and success he pops pink pills to control his
rage and copes with his insomnia by watching john wayne westerns and qvc he has his job his apartment his truck his once a
week visits with brook life as a failure isn t that bad or so he s convinced himself but now in an effort to boost pay per
view ratings buddy s boss threatens a shake up as part of the plan buddy will have to end his safe days as a professional
loser he s actually slated to win a match what he ll learn though is that like all new scripts this one comes with its own
cast and complications a phone psychic living in fear an alien abductee with the secret to salvation a championship match
interrupted by a violent fanatic what could be faith healings and perhaps the most unlikely miracle of all a second chance to
believe a touching and wonderfully unpredictable literary debut about a professional loser who s forced into a rematch with
life buddy cooper finds a way announces the arrival of a fresh and original voice in american fiction

Precaution, a novel. By J. Fenimore Cooper 1821
investigative reporter damon fitzgerald is hot on the heels of the story of his career when he is strangled to death in his
own apartment but what kind of reporter lets a little thing like death keep him from a good story steven cooper who had a
dead drag queen providing answers in his first mystery with you in spirit and an unruly penis directing the action in his
second saving valencia is no stranger to unusual plot twists in deadline he once again combines thrills slapstick and the
supernatural in the story of a man intent on solving his own murder

James Fenimore Cooper: Sea Tales (LOA #54) 1991-08-01
fun fresh a brilliant love story with a twist jenny colgan author of the bookshop on the corner bridget jones meets the good
place in this witty and poignant novel about a woman whose untimely death sparks the journey of a lifetime rule one anything
can happen daisy cooper s life is just getting started when suddenly it ends surprised to find herself in an afterlife
processing center she is even more stunned to learn that she wasn t meant to die for another fifty years one terrible
embarrassing clerical error is behind it and an administrator named death is to blame but death as they say is final and
daisy must now navigate this impossible new world with the help of an unlikely ally daisy begins to realize that letting go
isn t just a challenge faced by those left behind and as she learns how to survive this strange reality friendship hope and
love begin to come alive in the most unexpected ways



Buddy Cooper Finds a Way 2010-05-11
year 1757 in north eastern america the armies of britain and france struggle for ascendancy their conflict however overlays
older struggles between nations of native americans for possession of the lands and between the native peoples and white
colonisers through these layers of conflict cooper threads a thrilling narrative in which cora and alice munro daughters of a
british commander on the front line of the colonial war attempt to join their father thwarted by magua the sinister indian
runner they find help in the person of hawkeye the white woodsman and his companions the mohican chingachgook and uncas his
son the last of his tribe cooper s novel is full of vivid incident pursuits through wild terrain skirmishes treachery and
brutality but reflects also on the interaction between the colonists and the native peoples for other classics of literature
click on bi classics or jus type bi classics on the amazon search bar

Deadline 2005
since its release in 1933 merian c cooper s film king kong has shocked and delighted generations of movie fans setting the
standard against which all such movies have been judged ever since in december 2005 peter jackson whose films of the lord of
the rings won critical acclaim and set box office records around the world released his version of this classic film bringing
king kong back to the forefront of the popular imagination fully authorized by the estate of merian c cooper joe devito and
brad strickland s novel is a full rewrite of the original 1932 novel bringing cooper s original vision of king kong back to
readers and fans alike set in the early 1930 s it is a classic story of exploration and adventure at the center of which is
the eighth wonder of the world himself kong

Daisy Cooper's Rules for Living 2020-03-03
a little elmore leonard a little charles portis and very much its own uniquely american self tom cooper has written one hell
of a novel stephen king when the bp oil spill devastates the louisiana gulf coast the citizens of the bayou town of jeanette
scramble to replace their lost livelihoods among them is one armed pill popping shrimper gus lindquist who has nothing left
but the dying glimmer of a boyhood dream finding the lost treasure of pirate jean lafitte with his metal detector and pez
dispenser full of oxycontin lindquist steers his rickety shrimp boat into the savage louisiana swamps along his journey gus
meets a motley crew of characters wes trench a young cajun man estranged from his father since his mother died in katrina
reginald and victor toup sociopathic twin brothers and drug lords cosgrove and hanson petty criminals searching for a secret
that could make them rich or kill them and brady grimes a bp middleman out to make his career by swindling the townsfolk of
jeanette among them his own mother funny dark and compelling the marauders throws these characters on a rollicking collision
course that all of them might not survive



The Last of the Mohicans 2016-10-24
second in the award winning george miles cycle as intense a dissection of human relationships and obsession that modern
literature has ever attempted the guardian when dennis is thirteen he sees a series of photographs of a boy apparently
unimaginably mutilated dennis is not shocked but stunned by their mystery and their power their glimpse at the reality of
death some years later dennis meets the boy who posed for the photographs he did it for love surrounded by images of violence
the celebrity of horror news of disease a wasteland of sex dennis flies to europe having discovered some clues about the
photographs i see these criminals on the news who ve killed someone methodically and they re free they know something amazing
you can just tell an isolated windmill in holland provides the perfect setting for dennis to find out more about bodies of
which there are many and what is inside them in frisk as in the award winning closer dennis cooper explores the limits of our
knowledge and the dividing line between the body and the spirit frisk is a novel about the power of fantasy and faith about
the ecstasy and horror of being human a significant work of fiction cooper wants to lead us into the wormy heart of the
murderous impulse michael cunningham pulitzer prize winning author of the hours destined to classic status los angeles times
book review dennis cooper a disturbing and transcendent artist enters the mind of a killer and comes out with genuine
revelation michael silverblatt host of bookworm an electrifying study in carnage the sunday times

Merian C. Cooper's King Kong 2005-10-01
james fenimore cooper september 15 1789 september 14 1851 was an american writer of the first half of the 19th century his
historical romances draw a picture of frontier and american indian life in the early american days which created a unique
form of american literature he lived most of his life in cooperstown new york which was founded by his father william on
property that he owned cooper was a lifelong member of the episcopal church and contributed generously to it he attended yale
university for three years where he was a member of the linonian society

The Marauders 2015-02-03
the prairie a tale 1827 is a novel by james fenimore cooper the third novel written by him featuring natty bumppo his
fictitious frontier hero bumppo is never called by his name but is instead referred to as the trapper or the old man
chronologically the prairie is the fifth and final installment of the leatherstocking tales though it was published before
the pathfinder 1840 and the deerslayer 1841 it depicts natty in the final year of his life still proving helpful to people in
distress on the american frontier the book frequently references characters and events from the two books previously
published in the leatherstocking tales as well as the two which cooper wouldn t write for more than ten years continuity with
the last of the mohicans is indicated by the appearance of the grandson of duncan and alice heyward as well as the noble
pawnee chief hard heart whose name is english for the french nickname for the delaware the trapper the story s main
protagonist never mentioned by name we infer by references to other books that this is natty bumppo in his 87th or 83rd and
final year he is the wise cunning mind that keeps the white settlers alive through repeated dangerous situations captain
duncan middleton s grandparents were his close friends



Frisk 2007-12-01
the two admirals is an 1842 nautical fiction novel by james fenimore cooper the novel was written after the leatherstocking
tales novel the deerslayer set during the 18th century and exploring the british royal navy cooper wrote the novel out of
encouragement of his english publisher who recommended writing another sea novel cooper had originally intended to write a
novel where ships were the main characters though eventually decided not to the novels is one of three novels which cooper
would revise for editions following their first printing the other two being the pathfinder and deerslayer when republishing
the novel in the 1860s cooper s daughter susan fenimore cooper described the novel as the least successful of his romances of
the sea despite the novel not having a large legacy critic stev harthorn describes the novel as one of cooper s deepest
studies of masculinity

Precaution. a Novel 2018-07-25
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore
you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Prairie: (1827) Is a Novel 2019-03-05
the bravo is a novel by james fenimore cooper first published in 1831 in three volumes inspired by a trip to europe where he
traveled through much of italy the novel is set in venice the bravo is the first of cooper s three novels to be set in europe
this group of three novels which one critic would call cooper s european trilogy include the heidenmauer and the headsman
like his other novels set in europe the bravo was not very well received in the united states the book largely focuses on
political themes especially the tension between the social elite and other classes background in 1829 1830 cooper toured
italy with his wife and family starting in florence where he spent considerable time absorbing the tuscan culture cooper
departed on a sailing trip around italy visiting many historic cities including genoa marseilles and much of southern italy
in sorrento cooper finished water witch after which he again departed sailing again through the adriatic upon reaching venice
cooper was so struck by the architecture that he was inspired to write the novel that would become the bravo james fenimore
cooper september 15 1789 september 15 1851 was a prolific and popular american writer of the early 19th century his
historical romances of frontier and indian life in the early american days created a unique form of american literature he
lived most of his life in cooperstown new york which was founded by his father william on property that he owned cooper was a



lifelong member of the episcopal church and in his later years contributed generously to it he attended yale university for
three years where he was a member of the linonian society but was expelled for misbehavior before embarking on his career as
a writer he served in the u s navy as a midshipman which greatly influenced many of his novels and other writings the novel
that launched his career was the spy a tale about counterespionage set during the revolutionary war and published in 1821 he
also wrote numerous sea stories and his best known works are five historical novels of the frontier period known as the
leatherstocking tales among naval historians cooper s works on the early u s navy have been well received but they were
sometimes criticized by his contemporaries among his most famous works is the romantic novel the last of the mohicans often
regarded as his masterpiece isaac lea march 4 1792 december 8 1886 was an american conchologist geologist and publisher who
was born in wilmington delaware henry charles carey december 15 1793 october 13 1879 was a leading 19th century economist of
the american school of capitalism and chief economic adviser to u s president abraham lincoln

The Two Admirals 2015-11-11
precaution 1820 is the first novel written by american author james fenimore cooper it was written in imitation of
contemporary english domestic novels like those of jane austen and amelia opie and it did not meet with contemporary success
1 cooper went on to have great success with works such as the pathfinder 1841 and the deerslayer 1840 the american reading
public responded most to the last of the mohicans 1826 background it is thought that the novel was written after a challenge
made by his wife his biographer warren walker records it this way in the customary practice of the day he was reading aloud
to his wife one evening from a current english novel but found the story dull throwing it aside he declared i could write a
better book than that myself and susan s challenge to make good his boast resulted in his writing precaution 1820 when cooper
s work was published without a name it was anonymously accredited to an english woman it was also published in england and
was well received among the set that was fond of this style of writing the publisher a t goodrich later surprised the public
when it revealed that precaution was authored by a gentleman from new york this is the work that made cooper realize his
potential as a writer james fenimore cooper september 15 1789 september 15 1851 was a prolific and popular american writer of
the early 19th century his historical romances of frontier and indian life in the early american days created a unique form
of american literature he lived most of his life in cooperstown new york which was founded by his father william on property
that he owned cooper was a lifelong member of the episcopal church and in his later years contributed generously to it he
attended yale university for three years where he was a member of the linonian society but was expelled for misbehavior
before embarking on his career as a writer he served in the u s navy as a midshipman which greatly influenced many of his
novels and other writings the novel that launched his career was the spy a tale about counterespionage set during the
revolutionary war and published in 1821 he also wrote numerous sea stories and his best known works are five historical
novels of the frontier period known as the leatherstocking tales among naval historians cooper s works on the early u s navy
have been well received but they were sometimes criticized by his contemporaries among his most famous works is the romantic
novel the last of the mohicans often regarded as his masterpiece james fenimore cooper was born in burlington new jersey in
1789 to william cooper and elizabeth fenimore cooper the eleventh of 12 children most of whom died during infancy or
childhood he was descended from james cooper of stratford upon avon warwickshire england who emigrated to the american
colonies in 1679 james and his wife were quakers who purchased plots of land in new jersey and pennsylvania seventy five



years after his arrival in america his great grandson william was born on december 2 1754 shortly after james first birthday
his family moved to cooperstown new york a community founded by his father on a large piece of land which he had bought for
development later his father was elected as a united states congressman from otsego county their town was in a central area
of new york that had previously been occupied by the iroquois of the six nations the iroquois were forced to cede their
territory after british defeat in the revolutionary war as they had been allies shortly after the american revolutionary war
the state opened up these former iroquois lands for sale and development

Precaution 2016-05-21
rescue comes in unexpected ways for one man and his dog in this moving and redemptive novel the dog who saved me by new york
times bestselling author susan wilson boston police officer cooper harrison never thought he d go back to his hometown
harmony farms but when his faithful k 9 partner argos is killed in the line of duty cooper caught in a spiral of trauma and
grief has nowhere else to turn jobless and on the verge of divorce he accepts a offer for the position of dog officer in
harmony farms leaving the life he spent twenty years building behind and so he finds himself back where he started where his
father was once known as the town drunk and his brother outgrew juvenile delinquency to become a drug dealer where he grew up
as one of those harrisons cooper does his job with deliberate detachment refusing to get emotionally invested in another dog
the way he had with argos until he finds himself rescuing a wounded and gun shy yellow lab gone feral cooper never thought he
d find himself going back in order to move forward and yet harmony farms is the one place where cooper must learn to forgive
and only then heal all with the help of a yellow dog

The Bravo 2017-02-09
the bravo is a novel by james fenimore cooper first published in 1831 in three volumes inspired by a trip to europe where he
traveled through much of italy the novel is set in venice the bravo is the first of cooper s three novels to be set in europe
this group of three novels which one critic would call cooper s european trilogy include the heidenmauer and the headsman
like his other novels set in europe the bravo was not very well received in the united states the book largely focuses on
political themes especially the tension between the social elite and other classes background in 1829 1830 cooper toured
italy with his wife and family starting in florence where he spent considerable time absorbing the tuscan culture cooper
departed on a sailing trip around italy visiting many historic cities including genoa marseilles and much of southern italy
in sorrento cooper finished water witch after which he again departed sailing again through the adriatic upon reaching venice
cooper was so struck by the architecture that he was inspired to write the novel that would become the bravo james fenimore
cooper september 15 1789 september 15 1851 was a prolific and popular american writer of the early 19th century his
historical romances of frontier and indian life in the early american days created a unique form of american literature he
lived most of his life in cooperstown new york which was founded by his father william on property that he owned cooper was a
lifelong member of the episcopal church and in his later years contributed generously to it he attended yale university for
three years where he was a member of the linonian society but was expelled for misbehavior before embarking on his career as
a writer he served in the u s navy as a midshipman which greatly influenced many of his novels and other writings the novel



that launched his career was the spy a tale about counterespionage set during the revolutionary war and published in 1821 he
also wrote numerous sea stories and his best known works are five historical novels of the frontier period known as the
leatherstocking tales among naval historians cooper s works on the early u s navy have been well received but they were
sometimes criticized by his contemporaries among his most famous works is the romantic novel the last of the mohicans often
regarded as his masterpiece

The Real Alice Cooper Wants to Be Famous 2000-11
james fenimore cooper september 15 1789 september 15 1851 was a prolific and popular american writer of the early 19th
century his historical romances of frontier and indian life in the early american days created a unique form of american
literature he lived most of his life in cooperstown new york which was founded by his father william on property that he
owned cooper was a lifelong member of the episcopal church and in his later years contributed generously to it he attended
yale university for three years where he was a member of the linonian society but was expelled for misbehavior before
embarking on his career as a writer he served in the u s navy as a midshipman which greatly influenced many of his novels and
other writings the novel that launched his career was the spy a tale about counterespionage set during the revolutionary war
and published in 1821 3 he also wrote numerous sea stories and his best known works are five historical novels of the
frontier period known as the leatherstocking tales among naval historians cooper s works on the early u s navy have been well
received but they were sometimes criticized by his contemporaries among his most famous works is the romantic novel the last
of the mohicans often regarded as his masterpiece n 1820 cooper s wife susan wagered that he could write a book better than
the one that she was reading in response to the wager cooper wrote the novel precaution 1820 its focus on morals and manners
was influenced by jane austen s approach to fiction he anonymously published precaution and it received favorable notice from
the united states and england by contrast his second novel the spy 1821 was inspired by a tale related to him by neighbor and
family friend john jay it was more successful and became a bestseller the setting of this revolutionary war tale is widely
believed to have been john jay s family home the locusts in rye new york in 1823 cooper published the pioneers the first of
the leatherstocking series the series features natty bumppo a resourceful american woodsman at home with the delaware indians
and their chief chingachgook bumppo was also the main character of cooper s most famous novel the last of the mohicans 1826
written in new york city where cooper and his family lived from 1822 to 1826 the book became one of the most widely read
american novels of the 19th century in 1823 cooper was living in new york on beach street in what is now downtown s tribeca
while there he became a member of the philadelphia philosophical society in august of that year his first son died in 1824
general lafayette arrived from france aboard the cadmus at castle garden in new york city as the nation s guest cooper
witnessed his arrival and was one of the active committee of welcome and entertainmen

Precaution 2016-07-06
the pathfinder or the inland sea is a historical novel by james fenimore cooper first published in 1840 it is the fourth
novel cooper wrote featuring natty bumppo his fictitious frontier hero and the third chronological episode of the
leatherstocking tales the inland sea of the title is lake ontario composition the pathfinder was written 13 years after natty



bumppo had ended his career in the prairie cooper had questioned the wisdom of reviving this hero and he was at the time
engaged in fierce litigations with newspapers the adventures of the plot on the water take authority from the fact that
cooper had as midshipman actually seen service on lake ontario plot the pathfinder shows natty at his old trick of guiding
tender damsels through the dangerous woods and the siege at the blockhouse and the storm on lake ontario are considerably
like other of cooper s sieges and storms natty in this novel commonly called la longue carabine keeps in a hardy middle age
his simple and honest nature which is severely tested by his love for a young girl she is a conventional heroine of romance a
certain soft amiability about her turns for a time all the thoughts of the scout to the world of domestic affections more
talkative than ever before he reveals new mental and moral traits with the same touch of realism which had kept uncas and
cora apart in the last of the mohicans cooper separates these lovers and sends natty s romantic interest to the arms of a
younger suitor restoring the hero to his home in the wilderness it is the only book in the leatherstocking series to show
natty bumppo in love and the first of cooper s books which made important imaginative use of the great lakes james fenimore
cooper september 15 1789 september 15 1851 was a prolific and popular american writer of the early 19th century his
historical romances of frontier and indian life in the early american days created a unique form of american literature he
lived most of his life in cooperstown new york which was founded by his father william on property that he owned cooper was a
lifelong member of the episcopal church and in his later years contributed generously to it he attended yale university for
three years where he was a member of the linonian society but was expelled for misbehavior before embarking on his career as
a writer he served in the u s navy as a midshipman which greatly influenced many of his novels and other writings the novel
that launched his career was the spy a tale about counterespionage set during the revolutionary war and published in 1821 3
he also wrote numerous sea stories and his best known works are five historical novels of the frontier period known as the
leatherstocking tales among naval historians cooper s works on the early u s navy have been well received but they were
sometimes criticized by his contemporaries among his most famous works is the romantic novel the last of the mohicans often
regarded as his masterpiece

The Dog Who Saved Me 2015-03-24
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore
you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant



The Bravo 2017-02-09
a novel of the first voyage of columbus written with the journal of columbus before him mercedes of castile was first
published in 1840 james fenimore cooper 1789 1851 was an american novelist travel writer and social critic regarded as the
first great american writer of fiction he was famed for his action packed plots and his vivid if somewhat idealized portrayal
of american life in the forest and at sea every one knows that columbus had seamen in his vessels and that he brought some of
the natives of the islands he had discovered with him to spain the reader is now made much more intimately acquainted with
certain of these individuals we will venture to say than he can be possibly by the perusal of any work previously written j
fenimore cooper

The Borderers, Or, the Wept of Wish-ton-wish 2016-09-07
the prairie a tale 1827 is a novel by james fenimore cooper the third novel plot the story opens with ishmael his family
ellen and abiram slowly making their way across the virgin prairies of the midwest looking for a homestead just two years
after the louisiana purchase and during the time of the lewis and clark expedition they meet the trapper natty bumppo who has
left his home in new york state to find a place where he cannot hear the sound of people cutting down the forests in the
years between his other adventures and this novel he tells us only that he has walked all the way to the pacific ocean and
seen all the land between the coasts citation needed a heroic feat considering lewis and clark hadn t yet completed the same
trek that night a band of teton warriors steal all of ishmael s animals stranding the immigrants the doctor returns the next
morning along with his donkey the trapper helps the family relocate their wagons including one with mysterious contents to a
nearby butte where they will be safer when the tetons return middleton joins the group when he stumbles upon the trapper and
paul before they return to the butte ishmael and his family go looking for his eldest son asa whom they find murdered the
trapper paul and middleton return to camp find inez whom abiram and ishmael had been keeping captive and flee with her and
ellen ishmael chases them until the tetons capture the trapper and his crew they escape the tetons and then ishmael forms an
alliance with the indians the indians attempt to recapture the trapper by surrounding them with a prairie fire but the
trapper lights a backfire and saves everyone they meet up with hard heart a pawnee indian who survived the fire wrapped in a
buffalo skin and attempt to escape to his village the tetons capture them ishmael demands the trapper inez and ellen for
helping the tetons but is denied and turned away mahtoree intends to take inez and ellen for his new wives le balafre
attempts to spare hard heart s life by making hard heart his son hard heart refuses kills weucha and flees the village when
hard heart s pawnee warriors attack the teton village the trapper and his friends escape only to be captured by ishmael the
trapper is accused of asa s death until abiram s guilt is discovered abiram is executed and ishmael s family returns east
without inez ellen or the doctor middleton inez paul and ellen travel back to louisiana and kentucky respectively while the
trapper joins a pawnee village located on a tributary of the missouri river middleton and paul return just in time to witness
the trapper s noble death and bury him treatment of indians as with the last of the mohicans one of cooper s major themes in
the prairie is the idea of a noble savage the book contrasts hard heart and the pawnee tribe who were at peace with the white
settlers to the warlike tetons the tetons are categorically described as cunning crafty deceitful loathsome and dirty hard
heart is brave fierce and fights to protect his honor he refuses to abandon his tribe even if he loses his life for it in



contrast le balafre once abandoned his tribe to become a teton thus saving his own life in the end hard heart is alive while
weucha and mahtoree are dead the doctor horrified at the possibility of being forced to marry an indian wife refers to them
as a different species not homo sapiens the tetons are frequently referred to as looking like snakes or with other snake
symbolism such as having forked tongues although cooper s indians are frequently stereotypical so are his white characters
despite sometimes referring prejudicially to indians as subhuman he still presents them in a complex light a mixture of human
and devilish characteristics amidst what cooper describes as primitive or dirty he lauds their honor hospitality laws etc

The Pathfinder, Or, The Inland Sea, By James Fenimore Cooper (historical Novel)
2016-07-04
the fifth and final installment of the leatherstocking tales the last of the mohicans is perhaps the most popular of the
books written by james femimore cooper and is the second of the series of five novels known as the leather stocking tales
these stories were written in the following order the pioneers the last of the mohicans the prairie the pathfinder and the
deerslayer james fenimore cooper was born at burlington n j september 15 1789 and was the eleventh of twelve children when he
was thirteen months old his parents moved to cooperstown n y which is situated at the southern end of otsego lake and there
in the midst of wild and picturesque surroundings the author s early life was spent the influence of these environments is
manifest in many of his works his first book a novel of high life in england was published in 1820 and although the work was
a failure it came so near being a success that cooper was encouraged to repeat the attempt in 1825 he wrote the pioneers
which at once established his reputation as an author one year later he produced the last of the mohicans the plan of this
story is laid in one of the most interesting sections of new york state interesting for the reason that it is famous for the
beauty and grandeur of its scenery and from the fact that in that vicinity were enacted some of the most tragic scenes in the
history of this country the school journal love of country was a passion with cooper and he naturally sought his subject
among the scenes of the revolution john jay s account of a spy who was in his service during the war led him to write the spy
by this novel he became known it was translated into several of the languages of europe in 1823 appeared the pioneers itself
the pioneer of the leather stocking tales in it he described the manners and customs of his native land and laying the scene
about otsego lake he was able to make use of the impressions and memories of his boyhood the pilot the first of his sea tales
was made vivid by the scenes and characters drawn from his own experience and attained great popularity in 1825 taking an
excursion with a party of englishmen to lake george the caverns at glenn s falls were examined with interest and he promised
lord derby that he would write a romance in which they should be introduced in the last of the mohicans 1826 that promise was
fulfilled his delineations of indian life established the reputation already gained by the spy treating of a new country and
a new race the novelty of its scenes and characters caused the book to be widely read in europe in 1826 cooper went abroad
and spent six years in literary labor the prairie was finished in paris digest of literature

PRECAUTION A NOVEL 2016-08-29
the two admirals is an 1842 nautical fiction novel by james fenimore cooper the novel was written after the leatherstocking
tales novel the deerslayer set during the 18th century and exploring the british royal navy cooper wrote the novel out of



encouragement of his english publisher who recommended writing another sea novel cooper had originally intended to write a
novel where ships were the main characters though eventually decided not to the novels is one of three novels which cooper
would revise for editions following their first printing the other two being the pathfinder and deerslayer when republishing
the novel in the 1860s cooper s daughter susan fenimore cooper described the novel as the least successful of his romances of
the sea despite the novel not having a large legacy critic stev harthorn describes the novel as one of cooper s deepest
studies of masculinity

Mercedes of Castile 2008-10
the spy is a tale about counterespionage set during the revolutionary war with main character harvey birch british loyalist
who is in fact a george washington s spy the plot ranges back and forth over the neutral ground between the continental and
british armies with great haste and sweep the action takes place so near to great events and the characters are all invested
with something of the dusky light of heroes while george washington moves among them like an unsuspected god this was the
earliest american novel to win wide and permanent fame and may be said to have begun the type of romance which dominated u s
fiction for 30 years james fenimore cooper 1789 1851 was a prolific and popular american writer of the early 19th century his
historical romances of frontier and indian life in the early american days created a unique form of american literature
before embarking on his career as a writer cooper served in the u s navy as a midshipman which greatly influenced many of his
novels and other writings the novel that launched his career was the spy he also wrote numerous sea stories and his best
known works are five historical novels of the frontier period known as the leatherstocking tales among his most famous works
is the romantic novel the last of the mohicans often regarded as his masterpiece

The Prairie 1953
the prairie a tale 1827 is a novel by james fenimore cooper the third novel written by him featuring natty bumppo his
fictitious frontier hero bumppo is never called by his name but is instead referred to as the trapper or the old man
chronologically the prairie is the fifth and final installment of the leatherstocking tales though it was published before
the pathfinder 1840 and the deerslayer 1841 it depicts natty in the final year of his life still proving helpful to people in
distress on the american frontier the book frequently references characters and events from the two books previously
published in the leatherstocking tales as well as the two which cooper wouldn t write for more than ten years continuity with
the last of the mohicans is indicated by the appearance of the grandson of duncan and alice heyward as well as the noble
pawnee chief hard heart whose name is english for the french nickname for the delaware le coeur dur

The Prairie: a Tale, by James Fenimore Cooper (Adventure and Historical Novel )
2016-07-05
the prairie a tale 1827 is a novel by james fenimore cooper the 3rd novel written by him featuring natty bumppo his



fictitious frontier hero bumppo is never called by his name but is instead referred to as the trapper or the old man

The Prairie 2016-06-11
jack tier or the florida reef is a novel by james fenimore cooper first published in 1848 by new york publisher hurd and
houghton set during the mexican american war the novel relates a twenty year homosocial relationship verging on the
homoerotic between a sailor and the captain of the boat but by the end of the novel the sailor is the captain s wife
transforming the story into one of heterosexual love and passion the novel was first published serially in a magazine under
the title rose budd in 1846 when commenting on the novel in the context of other novels about the mexican american war critic
jaime javier rodríguez describes the novel as an obscure work not always found in library stacks thus it remains largely
unread but it too deserves attention garden key light on garden key in the dry tortugas was used as the setting for the novel
james fenimore cooper september 15 1789 september 14 1851 was an american writer of the first half of the 19th century his
historical romances draw a picture of frontier and american indian life in the early american days which created a unique
form of american literature he lived most of his life in cooperstown new york which was founded by his father william on
property that he owned cooper was a lifelong member of the episcopal church and contributed generously to it he attended yale
university for three years where he was a member of the linonian society cooper served in the u s navy as a midshipman which
greatly influenced many of his novels and other writings the novel that launched his career was the spy a tale about counter
espionage set during the american revolutionary war and published in 1821 he also wrote numerous sea stories and his best
known works are five historical novels of the frontier period known as the leatherstocking tales cooper s works on the u s
navy have been well received among naval historians but they were sometimes criticized by his contemporaries among his most
famous works is the romantic novel the last of the mohicans often regarded as his masterpiece although it was mercilessly
mocked by mark twain

The Two Admirals 2017-11-08
the final novel in the award winning george miles cycle a triumphant finale to one of the most intense series of novels ever
written mondo the stunning conclusion to dennis cooper s five book cycle period earned its author the accolade a disquieting
genius by vanity fair and praise for his elegant prose and literary lawlessness from the new york times breathtaking and
mesmerizing it is the culmination of cooper s explorations into sex and death youth culture and the search for the ineffable
object of desire cooper has taken his familiar themes strangely irresistible and interchangeable young men passion that
crosses into murder the lure of drugs the culpabilities of authorship and the inexact haunting communication of feeling and
melded them into a novel of flawless form and immense power set in a spare smoke and mirror filled world of secret websites
goth bands satanism pornography and outsider art period is a literary disappearing act as mysterious as it is logical
obsessive beautiful and darkly comic period is a stunning achievement from one of america s finest writers a fascinating
intricately crafted jewel of a book it s a book one could read over and over and never exhaust san francisco chronicle book
review to read period a book so intricate it comes with its own strategy guide is to witness the idea of the novel itself
imploding to glimpse the end of language to become aware of literature s dizzying possibilities the guardian an elegy to the



nature of obsessive love the need to feel cooper is a profoundly original american visionary and the most important
transgressive literary artist since burroughs salon haunting details

The Spy 2022-11-13
cooper s most famous novel the last of the mohicans features a main character who recurs in five of his novels natty bumppo
who is also known as hawkeye the five novels about hawkeye s adventures in the wilderness of new york are collectively known
as the leatherstocking tales in the last of the mohicans hawkeye is now in middle life and at the height of his powers the
story tells of brutal battles with the iroquois and their french allies cruel captures narrow escapes and revenge the beauty
of the unspoiled wilderness and sorrow at its disappearance symbolized in hawkeye s mohican friends the last of their tribe
are important themes of the novel james fenimore cooper was one of the most popular early american novelists he was known for
writing adventure novels he was born in new jersey in 1789 and raised on the new york frontier where he set most of his
stories one day cooper was reading a popular novel out loud to his wife when he became angry at what he saw as its bad
storytelling he tossed the book aside and said to her i could write you a better novel thus began one of the most successful
careers of that era in fact throughout most of his career he was one of the most popular writers in the english language

The Prairie Annotated 2021-01-31

The Prairie Illustrated 2021-01-11

Jack Tier; Or, the Florida Reef 2018-11-19

Period 2007-12-01

The Last of the Mohicans by James Cooper (Action and Adventure Novel) the Annotated
Classic Version 2020-04-25
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